
SINGLE ZONE 
WINE COOLER 

2019

OPTIMIZED STORAGE 
The interior cabinet and wood shelves are 
re-designed and optimized for maximum 
bottle capacity with standard Bordeaux, 
Pinot Noir, Riesling, and Champagne/
Sparkling Wine bottles in mind.

QUIET / ENERGY SAVING 
EMBRACO INVERTER compressor,  a 
leading edge compressor produced by a 
company known for its quality and 
reliability.  The result is a quiet cooler with 
quality, stability, durability and energy 
efficiency.  

SINGLE TEMPERATURE ZONE 
Single zone wine coolers are perfect for 
keeping more of your favorite bottles because 
it can be adjusted to match the perfect 
temperature for any type of wine. 



At KingsBottle, we know and appreciate all that goes into making a fine bottle of wine. We also know that improper storage can ruin any bottle. After all of 
our research we have come up with our own line of refrigerated wine coolers that combine all of the most sought after elements into one unit. We know 
what it takes to create the perfect wine refrigerator.  
Having the perfect place to store those precious bottles wasn’t enough. We wanted to make sure that every unit we crafted had a simple, sleek, and clean 
style that will add value to any room. Whether you want your KingsBottle refrigerated wine cooler to be the center of attention or to remain, elegantly, in 
the background, we have you covered. 

Key Features: 
• Long life, high quality, quiet running Embraco INVERTER compressor that provides vibration free cooling. 
• High quality temperature control system with automatic defrosting control mode, room high/low temperature alarm system, energy-saving 

management. 
• State of the art fan - fan circulated air-cooling system. Cool air blows and distributes throughout the cabinet to ensure temperature uniformity in the 

entire cooler. 
• Unique front-venting heat dispersion systems that allow each cooler to be built-in to cabinetry with minimal clearance. 
• Beautiful hard wood shelves are strong, even under heavy loads, and warp resistant. Optimized for maximum bottle capacity and designed with 

standard Bordeaux, Pinot Noir, Riesling, and Champagne/Sparkling Wine bottles in mind. 
• Steel ball-bearing rollers to ensure effortless placement and extraction of bottles regardless of weight. 
• Gas charged tempered safety glass door, UV double layered coated glass to protect wine from both incandescent and fluorescent light sources. 
• Lock with a spare key to protect your stock.

What’s new in 2019 ? 

With the move to Embraco INVERTER compressors, we have partnered with an 
innovator in the compressor industry.  At the heart of our units is a leading edge 
compressor, produced by a company known for its quality and reliability.  The 
result is a quiet cooler with quality, stability, durability and energy efficiency.  
Coupled with our industry respected fans create a cooler worthy of the 
KingsBottle name. 

The interior cabinet and wood shelves are re-designed and optimized for 
maximum bottle capacity with standard Bordeaux, Pinot Noir, Riesling, and 
Champagne/Sparkling Wine bottles in mind.  
Our stainless steel model has been redesigned with a sleek and modern straight 
rod handle.  

As a testament to our confidence and quality, our manufacturer's warranty coverage is being extended to 2 years from date of purchase.

SINGLE ZONE WINE COOLERS
EMBRACO 

INVERTER 
COMPRESSOR

BORDERLESS BLACK GLASS DOOR SERIES GLASS DOOR WITH STAINLESS TRIM SERIES

KBU50WX-FG KBU100WX-FG KBU170WX-FG KBU170WX KBU100WX KBU50WX



KBU50WX-SS/FG



KBU100WX-SS/FG

2 Display + 8 Standard 
 Wine Shelves  

Designed for Maximum 
Bottle Compatibility. 

Fit for Standard 
Bordeaux, Pinot Noir, 

Riesling and 
Champaign /Sparkling

Steel Ball-Bearing Slides 
to Maximize Load Bearing 

and Ensure Smooth and 
Secure Movement.

Front-Venting System for 
Built-in Under Counter

Security Door Lock to 
Protect Yours Stock 

Gas charged tempered Safety Glass Door 
With Stainless Steel Frame and Handle

State of the Art Fan 
Circulated Air Cooling 

System

Energy Efficient Blue LED 
Lighting System

Quality Digital Display Temperature Controller 
Italian Brand - CAREL 



KBU170WX-SS/FG

3 Display + 10 Standard 
 Wine Shelves  

Designed for Maximum 
Bottle Compatibility. 

Fit for Standard 
Bordeaux, Pinot Noir, 

Riesling and 
Champaign /Sparkling

Steel Ball-Bearing Slides 
to Maximize Load Bearing 

and Ensure Smooth and 
Secure Movement.

Front-Venting System for 
Built-in Under Counter

Security Door Lock to 
Protect Yours Stock 

Gas charged tempered Safety Glass Door 
With Stainless Steel Frame and Handle

State of the Art Fan 
Circulated Air Cooling 

System

Energy Efficient Blue LED 
Lighting System

Quality Digital Display 
Temperature Controller 

Italian Brand - CAREL 



Model KBU50WX-SS / KBU50WX-FG KBU100WX-SS / KBU100WX-FG KBU170WX-SS / KBU170WX-FG

General Info:

Volume  5.37 CF ( 152 Litre )  10.88 CF ( 308 Litre )  14.30 CF ( 405 Litre )

Capacity 50 bottles of wine 106 bottles of wine 155 bottles of wine

Installation  Built-in / Front Venting Built-in / Front Venting Built-in / Front Venting

Shelf Configuration 5 standard + 1 display (at the bottom) 
wooden wine shelves

8 standard + 2 display (at the top) 
wooden wine shelves

10 standard + 2 display (at the top) 
wooden wine shelves

Adjustable Temperature Range 41-64°F (5-18°C ) 41-64°F (5-18°C ) 41-64°F (5-18°C )

At Min/Max Room Temperatures 32-100°F (0 - 38°C) 32-100°F (0 - 38°C) 32-100°F (0 - 38°C)

Noise Level in Decibels  <41dB  <41dB  <40dB

Features:

Cooling System Compressor Compressor Compressor

Temperature Control  Digital Thermostatic Control  Digital Thermostatic Control  Digital Thermostatic Control

Circulating Fans Low noise 12 volt Low noise 12 volt Low noise 12 volt

Lighting type Energy friendly LED (Blue) Energy friendly LED (Blue) Energy friendly LED (Blue)

Door Type Glass door Glass door Glass door

Electrical:

Rated Power Input 130 Watts 200 Watts 200 Watts

Refrigerant  R134A  R134A  R134A

Energy Consumption 0.83Kw*h/24h 1.23Kw*h/24h  1.33 Kw*h/24h

Dimensions:

Unit Size  23.42”W x 23.62”D x 33.86”H 
( 595W x 600D x 860H mm ) 

 23.54”W x 26.97”D x 55.7”H  
(598Wx 685D x 1415H  mm) 

 23.5"W x27"D x71.8"H  
( 598W x685D x1825H mm)

Net Weight  112.4 Lbs (51 kgs)  198.4 Lbs (90 kgs)  286.6 Lbs ( 130 kgs)

Master carton  28.1"W x28.3"D x36.4"H  
( 715W x720D x925H mm)

 28.5"W x31.9"D x60.8"H  
(715W x800D x1545H mm)

 28.15"W x 31.9"D x 77.2"H  
( 715W x800D x1960H mm)

Shipping Weight  121.2 Lbs ( 55 kgs)  224.9 Lbs (102 kgs)  310.9 Lbs ( 141 kgs)

SPECIFICATIONS

BOTTLE CAPACITY



KBU50WX BOTTLE STORAGE



KBU100WX BOTTLE STORAGE

As an additional option, you might like the idea to have some display shelves to show your bottle label. You could refer to the instruction to remove the 
2nd shelf at the top (use the screws to fill the holes on the wall after shelves removed), and then change the 1st, 3rd shelves to display shelves. 

Note: This changes will reduce the total storage capacity.

display shelves optionsstandard shelves



KBU170WX BOTTLE STORAGE

display shelves optionsstandard shelves

As an additional option, you might like the idea to have some display shelves to show your bottle label. You could refer to the instruction to remove the 2nd, 
4th shelves at the top (use the screws to fill the holes on the wall after shelves removed), and then change the 1st, 3rd, 5th shelves to display shelves. 

Note: This changes will reduce the total storage capacity.



QUALITY PRODUCTS  
HAPPY CUSTOMERS

Great Product  
Posted by Unknown 
I researched many wine refrigerators and this brand had consistent good reviews and for the money I figured I can go through two of them for the 
price of one of the more expensive options. I took a chance and I have been happy with the product. t works well and I purchased the extended 
warranty which I hope will not be needed. 

classy & functional  
Posted by Capt. Gary 
This is a full frills very well built cooler. Holds temps well. I am running at 56 & it stays within 3-4 of it. Drawers are wood & display very well. The 2 
display racks showcase wines very well. Why they call them 100 bottle or however many bottles, is beyond me. Figure 90 bottle+, but that's fine. 
I have mine with the glass door in black. VERY classy look.  If you are looking at a cooler in the size, for only 1 temp range, Buy This…Period. You 
will no be disappointed. 

classy, sleek and modern  
Posted by Robert Higgins 
Bought this 100 bottle single zone cooler to use as a builtin when I remodeled my kitchen... love it!!! It looks classy, sleek and modern. I 
particularly like the blue LED lights...great touch for a modern system 

Love it  
Posted by Unknown 
First large wine fridge I've ever purchased. It's quite, is sharp looking, it hasn't had any problems. 

Wino Here..drinks well with others  
Posted by JaCar 
These are great wine cellars...we tend to buy a few cases when we find a big red that we like so it's nice having this large capacity. The only 
problem is that some of the pretty little blue lights on the inside didn't work; they tried to fix them but never quite got them all working at once. 
We love having this cooler..no more worry about hot summer days ruining our wine 

Nice wine refrigerator   
Posted by Will 
Delivery of product was great. Emailed me when they said they would...followed up efficiently. Delivered on time.Wine fridge is as represented. Nice 
design especially like the 3 display racks as better for fitting Pinot bottles. As like every other fridge it does not fit the amount of bottles it says. I will have 
to take a rack or two out to fit rest of my Pinot noir bottles. Pretty much this is only reason why I can't give it five stars. It runs quietly and is very aesthetic.  

Works great, looks great, wine is safe!  
Posted by Scott 
We really like our Kingsbottle cooler. It works great. The temperature is set at 55 and is always between 53 and 57, but usually right at 55. We 
could only fit 115 bottles in it and had to remove two shelves to fit some of our bigger bottles. It took almost three weeks to get here but the 
"white glove" delivery was worth it. It is a little loud when it starts up but we have it right near our chairs in the living room. We have a app "my 
wine cellar" that helps us keep track of where bottles are. 

Fit for the Sommelier  
Posted by Unknown 
My husband is a certified sommelier and collector, and we have been looking for a good quality wine fridge of this size for a few years now. We 
had been using two smaller sized wine coolers, which rarely held temperature correctly. We were afraid it would ruin our wine over time, so we 
were so excited to hear about Kings Bottle and its high standards for wine storage. The other wine fridge companies out there simply do not 
offer what Kings Bottle does; the quality, reliability and beauty can't be compared. We were very pleased with the customer service, as well. The 
personalization was incredible, and they updated us all along the way regarding delivery, status, etc. We could not have had a more wonderful 
experience purchasing our wine fridge. It is the conversation starter now when guests visit, as it is a beautiful addition to the room and allows us 
to display our nicest bottles without having to open the fridge. The temperature holds accurately and it's truly beautiful. Highly recommend!


